
Summary Details of employee Claims
Sr. No. Name of Employee Creditor  CIRP Claim 

Amount  
 Liquidation 

Claim 
 Claims Admitted Remark

2 Ram Surat Nishad 995,200.00          995,200.00       995,200.00          
2 Ram Surat Nishad 64,000.00            64,000.00         64,000.00            
3 Santosh Dongre 667,500.00          667,500.00       667,500.00          

4A Vipin Kumar 442,000.00          442,000.00       442,000.00          
4B Vipin Kumar 200,000.00          200,000.00       200,000.00          
4C Vipin Kumar 359,398.00          359,398.00       359,398.00          
5 Raj Kumar 680,300.00          -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.
6 Ajit Pawaskar 871,000.00          871,000.00       871,000.00          
8 Rakeshkumar Kulshreshtha 896,000.00          896,000.00       896,000.00          
9 Pravin Dinkar Javkar 970,000.00          970,000.00       970,000.00          

10 Susanta Roy Chowdhury 217,000.00          217,000.00       191,137.00          Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

11 Lalan Kumar 296,000.00          344,800.00       266,400.00          CIRP claim was of Rs 296000. stmt of wages recd with liquidation self verified but not 
notarised. Claim of Rs 296000/- accepted on the basis of CIRP documents.  we have relied on 
Book of Accounts of company to accept the claim amount

14 Naushad Ahemed Mansuri 324,000.00          324,000.00          
15 Anand Kumar Shaw 55,200.00            54,000.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
16 Nitin Jadhav 72,000.00            70,000.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
17 Survinder Khurana 793,000.00          776,566.00          Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
19A Thanasekaran Kuppuraj 352,000.00          352,000.00       352,000.00          
19B Thanasekaran Kuppuraj 141,600.00          141,600.00       141,600.00          
20A Yakkala Venkata Anantha Murali Krishna 56,500.00            50,000.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
21 Narayan Balu Kasekar 21,600.00            -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 

on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount
22A Ajabul Mondal
22B Ajabul Mondal
22C Ajabul Mondal
23A Kannan dasarathi Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 

on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount
23B Kannan dasarathi
24 Mario John Fernandes 350,400.00          350,400.00       350,400.00          
25 Abhijit A. Tembulkar 117,833.00          70,000.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
26 Raju Gupta 84,000.00            50,000.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
27 Uday D Deshpande 225,000.00          232,500.00       201,406.00          Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
29 Pradeep Murugan 456,000.00          456,000.00       456,000.00          

Pradeep Murugan 368,000.00          368,000.00       368,000.00          

29,300.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

71,203.00            -                       

60,000.00            



30 LAKTON NAZRENE 23,067.00            24,500.00         -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 
on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount

31 Sandeep Kushawaha 35,000.00            29,167.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

32 Bijender Kumar Tyagi 320,000.00          323,200.00       323,200.00          
33 Lalchand Saini 500,000.00          500,000.00       500,000.00          

33B Lalchand Saini 1,300,000.00      1,300,000.00    1,300,000.00      
34 Shailesh Singh 153,000.00          153,000.00       153,000.00          
35 Ravi Gupta 104,000.00          104,000.00       104,000.00          
36 Alphy Boniface 217,000.00          217,000.00       217,000.00          
37 Nandan Singh 186,660.00          186,660.00       186,660.00          
38 Rupak Mitra 435,600.00          435,600.00       322,664.00          Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
39 Prasanta Kumar Hore 552,000.00          552,000.00       26,000.00            Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
40A Mukesh Rai 313,500.00          313,500.00       313,500.00          
40B Mukesh Rai 309,000.00          309,000.00       309,000.00          
41 Mangala Prasad Sharma 210,000.00          210,000.00       210,000.00          

42A Shadab Alimullah Hashmi 848,035.00          782,500.00       607,500.00          Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

42B Shadab Alimullah Hashmi 36,000.00         -                       
43 Santosh Kumar 178,000.00          -                     -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 

on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount
44 Puneeth Dwarakanath 149,000.00          149,000.00       60,000.00            Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
45 Vivekanand Ashok Darekar 312,000.00          312,000.00       312,000.00          
46 Jibin Francis 150,000.00          150,000.00       150,000.00          

52A Siluvaipillai Dason Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.
52B Siluvaipillai Dason
53 Manishkumar Prabhunath Tiwari 10,000.00            -                     -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 

on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount
54 Vinay Chouhan 64,000.00            -                     62,000.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
55A Rajesh Sharma 244,800.00          244,800.00       

55B Rajesh Sharma 1,071,000.00      1,071,000.00    
55C Rajesh Sharma 593,032.00          593,032.00       
56 Girish Tandel 72,500.00            -                     51,000.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
57 Iqbal Singh 98,000.00            -                     96,000.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
58 Salman Farcy Abdul Razack 43,000.00            43,000.00         43,042.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
59 Gurnam Singh 1,158,400.00      1,158,400.00    1,158,400.00      

61A Ramiz usman mirkar 150,000.00          -                     74,022.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

308,000.00          308,000.00       277,200.00          

1,312,461.00      Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount



63 Sujit Dutta 68,800.00            -                     23,050.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

64A Rajjak Hossain Mondal 220,149.00          -                     -                       CIRP Claim submitted, however documents supporting claim not submitted. Liquidation claim is 
also not submitted

64B Rajjak Hossain Mondal 116,156.00          116,156.00       116,156.00          
64C Rajjak Hossain Mondal 220,140.00          214,473.00       202,739.00          
65 Arun Kumar Mehta 195,000.00          195,000.00       195,000.00          
66 Ariba Khalife 240,000.00          -                     -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 

on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount
67 Seramannan Palani 667,500.00          661,451.00       -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 

on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount
68 Ankush Sharma 102,000.00          -                     102,000.00          Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
69 Lakhwinder Singh 915,000.00          915,000.00       915,000.00          
70 SK Mophijul 246,501.00          -                     246,445.00          Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
72 Edward Mark Netto 92,000.00            -                     92,000.00            
75 Pintu Mondal 282,571.00          282,554.00       282,554.00          

76A Pradip Kumar 65,600.00            65,600.00         65,600.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

76B Pradip Kumar 239,700.00          222,700.00       222,700.00          Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

77 Umakanta Acharya 420,000.00          -                     382,717.00          Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

78 Mubassheer Zikriya Mirkar 120,000.00          120,000.00       -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 
on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount

79 Kundan Kumar 173,000.00          173,000.00       147,500.00          Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.
80A Ashok Kumar 288,000.00          288,000.00       288,000.00          
80B Ashok Kumar 48,000.00            48,000.00         48,000.00            
80C Ashok Kumar 40,000.00            40,000.00         40,000.00            
80D Ashok Kumar 108,000.00          108,000.00       108,000.00          
80E Ashok Kumar 16,000.00            16,000.00         16,000.00            
80F Ashok Kumar 152,000.00          152,000.00       152,000.00          
81 Sohrab Alam 81,000.00            -                     50,604.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
82 Tushar Kapoor 68,658.00            -                     -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 

on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount
83 Raju patangay 220,000.00          -                     198,000.00          Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
84 Amal Das 56,093.00            -                     49,200.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
85 Kailas M. Walzade 1,107,200.00      -                     1,107,200.00      
86 Jigneshbhai Babubhai Tandel 57,000.00            -                     3,220.00              Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
87 Ved Chandra 90,000.00            -                     10,667.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount



88 Victor Ghosh 69,200.00            -                     24,000.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

89 Nabajit Chetri 59,900.00            -                     8,833.00              Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

90 Vikas pal 202,000.00          -                     56,700.00            Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

91 Biplob Mondal 90,000.00            -                     75,700.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

92 Naveed ali Mukadam 142,666.00          -                     41,333.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

93 Rajeev Rana 60,000.00            -                     8,573.00              Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

94A Diwaker Mishra 352,000.00          

94B Diwaker Mishra 555,000.00          
98 Sanju Satyavan Geetha 42,000.00            -                     3,500.00              Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
99 Aswani Kumar 58,500.00            -                     45,000.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
100 Cheekati Uma Shanker 15,333.00         

10,000.00         
101 Kundan Singh 84,298.00            -                     29,334.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
102 Mithun Maniyangal Kunhumbidukka 95,500.00            -                     42,500.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
104 Kuldeep Sharma 29,500.00            -                     29,500.00            
105 Surender Singh Butola 260,520.00          -                     216,000.00          Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
106 Jitendra Prasad Singh 976,000.00          976,000.00       878,600.00          Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
107 Kamlesh Yadav 234,000.00          234,000.00       234,000.00          
108 Ramdhyan Vidyadhar Tiwari 108,000.00          -                     109,800.00          Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
109 P T Prakasan 134,150.00          -                     62,915.00            Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
110A Satyam Patel

110 B Satyam Patel
111A Indramani Dubey -                     
111B Indramani Dubey -                     
112 Aman Bamne 531,762.00          773,046.00       303,040.00          Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
114 Arshad Ashfaque Bamne 592,500.00          863,500.00       285,700.00          Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount

185,800.00          185,800.00       

316,258.00          -                     

25,333.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

59,704.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

218,750.00          -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.



115 Asad Mushtaque Bamne 729,000.00          1,005,000.00    127,000.00          Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

117 Dharam Pal 42,000.00            -                     42,000.00            Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

119 Sanjay Shejwal 963,934.00          963,934.00       776,963.00          Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

120 Tabish Mushtaque Bamne 373,000.00          534,900.00       161,000.00          Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

121A Harish Kumar Prajapati -                     

121B Harish Kumar Prajapati -                     
121C Harish Kumar Prajapati -                     
121D Harish Kumar Prajapati -                     
122 Pintu Kumar 18,333.00            -                     5,500.00              Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
123 Rohit Raj 19,000.00            -                     13,500.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
124 Arvind Kumar 49,500.00            -                     16,245.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
125 Majidulla Badruddin Hamdule 249,754.00          -                     -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.
126 Divyeshkumar Koli 38,333.00            -                     38,333.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
127 Vimalkumar Mehwala 54,000.00            -                     50,996.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
128 Harish Bharat Samant 864,000.00          864,000.00       864,000.00          
129 Amitesh Rit 60,000.00            -                     14,000.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
130 Prasad Gopal Karmalkar 19,166.00            19,166.00         15,000.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
131 Dipankar Biswas 24,000.00            24,000.00         15,000.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
132 Sahabaj Khan 50,800.00            50,800.00         29,600.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
133 Ninad Chandrashekar Bagwe 54,000.00            -                     54,000.00            
134 Rahul Mehta 196,000.00          196,000.00       121,800.00          Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
135 Raju Kumar Roushan 43,500.00            43,500.00         43,500.00            Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
136 Jwala Singh Patel 39,200.00            39,200.00         18,400.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
137 Manas Hait 37,500.00            -                     10,000.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
138 Amir Paswan 75,000.00            -                     64,400.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
139 Raja Mishra 45,000.00            -                     20,000.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount

171,000.00          129,505.00          Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount



140 Prathamesh Desai 48,000.00            -                     47,838.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

141 Azim Mahmood Wagle 417,057.00          417,057.00       417,057.00          
142 Lokesh Mahajan 112,000.00          112,000.00       84,000.00            Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
143 Gilchrist Hawes 307,000.00          307,000.00       214,000.00          Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
144A Vikas 350,000.00          84,000.00         350,000.00          
144B Vikas 74,000.00         -                       
144C Vikas 192,000.00       -                       
145A Shashi Bhushan Prasad Sinha 56,000.00         
145B Shashi Bhushan Prasad Sinha 28,000.00         
145C Shashi Bhushan Prasad Sinha 35,000.00         
145D Shashi Bhushan Prasad Sinha 90,000.00         
146 Sobers Misquitta 900,200.00          900,200.00       768,600.00          Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
147A Mihir Barai 142,500.00       1,343,500.00      
147B Mihir Barai 441,000.00       -                       
147C Mihir Barai 760,000.00       523,672.00          
148 Mohammad Shoaib 129,000.00          129,000.00       129,000.00          

149A mookens Joseph Wilson 966,000.00          966,000.00       966,000.00          
149B mookens Joseph Wilson 473,200.00          473,200.00       459,777.00          Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
150 Chandra Prakash 700,000.00          700,000.00       700,000.00          

151A Glenn Rodrigues 645,000.00       
151B Glenn Rodrigues 133,333.00       
152 Krunal Suresh Sawant 120,000.00          120,000.00       120,000.00          
153 Rajendra G. Jagade 328,666.00          328,666.00       328,666.00          

154A Akhilesh Kumar Shukla 348,500.00       
154B Akhilesh Kumar Shukla 490,000.00       
155 Rajib Kumar Pal 480,000.00          480,000.00       -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 

on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount
156 Inderdeep Singh Duggal 949,165.00          780,000.00       701,790.00          Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
157 Mohammad Alam 138,666.00          138,666.00       105,667.00          Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
158 Praveen Kumar Belle 675,000.00          675,000.00       675,000.00          

159A Ranjeet Singh 432,000.00       
159B Ranjeet Singh 96,000.00         
160A Satander Kumar Vishela 289,000.00       
160B Satander Kumar Vishela 135,000.00       
161A Santosh Kumar das 185,500.00       
161B Santosh Kumar das 262,500.00       
161C Santosh Kumar das 146,666.00       
162 Dinesh Kumar Bakthavachalam Reddy 490,000.00          490,400.00       490,400.00          
163 Mangalsing Himmatrao Pardesi 246,600.00          266,600.00       266,600.00          

528,000.00          528,000.00          

209,000.00          

874,415.00          874,415.00          Statement of Wages on record but self verified. Different from CIRP order. Stmt of wages with 
CIRP order stated Rs 874,415. However lesser amount accepted.

209,000.00          

1,343,500.00      Statement of Wages on record but self verified. Claim accepted on the basis of  CIRP stmt of 
wages.

867,663.00          867,663.00          

424,000.00          424,000.00          

594,666.00          594,666.00          



164 Sunil Kumar 752,700.00          752,700.00       643,500.00          Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

165A Bharat Vasudeo Bhide 544,000.00       
165B Bharat Vasudeo Bhide 495,000.00       
166 Mitu Kishor Jena 1,357,100.00      1,357,100.00    1,357,100.00      
167 Pawan Singh Kanwar 525,000.00          525,000.00       525,000.00          
168 Renjith Mohan 390,000.00          390,000.00       390,000.00          
169 Dinesh Vardam 247,000.00          247,000.00       247,000.00          
170 Vijay Vithal Ulvekar 416,000.00          416,000.00       416,000.00          
171 Ashish Prakash Mane 122,500.00          122,500.00       122,500.00          

172A Jagmohan Singh Negi 94,000.00         
172B Jagmohan Singh Negi 44,710.00         
173 Jacob Jemuson Santhyial Bastain 256,500.00          256,500.00       236.00                 Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
174A Balasubramanian Nataraja Pillai 1,175,740.00      64,480.00         1,175,740.00      
174B Balasubramanian Nataraja Pillai 1,026,480.00    
174C Balasubramanian Nataraja Pillai 84,780.00         
175 Anant Bhikaji Udavant 1,330,000.00      1,330,000.00    1,330,000.00      

176A Sabyasachi Mahaptra 651,254.00          153,749.00       651,254.00          
176B Sabyasachi Mahaptra 497,505.00       153,749.00          
177A Manjinder Singh 45,000.00            45,000.00         45,000.00            
177B Manjinder Singh 31,000.00            31,000.00         31,000.00            
178 Rahul Singh 47,500.00            -                     -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 

on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount
179 Pranab Mandal 52,000.00            -                     5,333.00              Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
180 Paritosh Jogendra Sarkar 211,500.00          -                     97,495.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
181 A Radha Krishna Diwakar 608,000.00          608,000.00       608,000.00          
181 B Radha Krishna Diwakar 208,000.00          208,000.00       208,000.00          
181 C Radha Krishna Diwakar 696,101.00          696,101.00       696,101.00          
182 Tamilson Tamilarason 7,000.00              7,000.00            7,000.00              
183 Xavier Romald Sesuadimai 949,165.00          949,165.00       949,165.00          
184 Praveen Kumar 148,400.00          148,400.00       148,400.00          
185 Mickel Ittikunnath Joseph 255,000.00          255,000.00       255,000.00          
186 Vincent Antony 787,200.00          787,200.00       787,200.00          
187 Prasad Prakash Powar 125,000.00          125,000.00       125,000.00          
188 Francis Xavier 285,000.00          110,500.00       110,500.00          

188 b Francis Xavier 174,500.00       174,500.00          
189 Vasudevrao Kommineni 1,800,000.00      1,800,000.00    1,800,000.00      
190 Shashi Prakash Singh 620,000.00          620,000.00       620,000.00          
191 Salman Ahmad 41,498.00            -                     22,667.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
192 Raj Kishore Pradhan 85,167.00            85,167.00         -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 

on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount

1,039,000.00      1,039,000.00      

138,710.00          

925,600.00          

138,710.00          



193A Arun Kumar 10,333.00            10,333.00         -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 
on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount

193B Arun Kumar 14,534.00            14,534.00         -                       
194 Nayan Khemraj Desai 110,000.00          110,000.00       -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 

on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount
195 Selventhiran Jesuraj 11,714.00            11,714.00         -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 

on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount
196 Mukesh Rangrao Wagmare 25,328.00            25,328.00         6,000.00              Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
197 Sandeep Waman Lawate 48,081.67            48,082.00         6,833.00              Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
198 Ritesh Upadhayay 10,000.00            -                     -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 

on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount
199 Sailendra Kumar 132,000.00          132,000.00       -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 

on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount
200A Metu Kishor Jena -                       -                     
200B Metu Kishor Jena -                       -                     
201A Pravin Valku Ruthe 5,133.00              48,133.00         5,100.00              Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
201B Pravin Valku Ruthe 43,000.00            5,100.00              
202 Manu kumar Gupta 40,000.00            40,000.00         -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not certified by master.
203 Syed Akhir Hossain 96,000.00            96,000.00         -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not certified by master.
204 Murali Durga Prakash Dakoju 276,750.00          276,750.00       -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not certified by master.
205 Raghavendra Sri Ramulu 100,833.00          100,833.00       72,500.00            Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
206 Manish Kumar Singh 564,750.00          564,750.00       100,152.00          Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
207 Suresh Kumar 1,005,000.00      1,005,000.00    376,200.00          Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
208 Kanishk Tyagi 60,000.00            60,000.00         45,000.00            Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
209 Rishabh Pravesh Kumar Sharma 42,500.00            42,500.00         30,000.00            Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
210 Pankaj Bhatt 445,715.00          445,715.00       430.00                 Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not certified by master.
211 Dipankar Nayak 46,428.00            46,428.00         -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 

on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount
212 Kundan Tirkey 34,834.00            34,834.00         10,000.00            Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
213 Vinodh Kumar Subramani 97,500.00            97,500.00         41,000.00            Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
214 Prahalad Chaurasia 43,833.00            43,833.00         20,000.00            Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
214 B Prahalad Chaurasia -                     -                       
215 Neelayya Mylapilli 55,999.00            55,999.00         17,802.00            Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount

Repeat



216 Thomas Gnana Rajan Paul 18,000.00         

216 A Thomas Gnana Rajan Paul 34,658.00         
217 Durga Sai Madan Srinivas Kartik Gullapalli 20,000.00            20,000.00         -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 

on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount
218 Merazul Haq 24,000.00         

218 B Merazul Haq 14,000.00         
218 C Merazul Haq 101,500.00       
218 D Merazul Haq 163,334.00       
219 Don Bosco Vincent Vijayakumar 20,667.00            20,667.00         -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 

on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount
220 Paresh Ratilal Solanki 19,834.00            19,834.00         -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not certified by master.
221 Partha Hajra 344,000.00          344,000.00       -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 

on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount
222 Sayeed Mahamud Mukadam 139,200.00          139,200.00       -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 

on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount
223 Mugesh Viyayan 117,333.00          117,333.00       26,200.00            Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
224 Mohammad Faijal Hashan 10,333.00            10,333.00         667.00                 Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
225 Netrapal 33,518.00            33,518.00         -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 

on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount
226 Deepak Kumar Jha 136,167.00          136,167.00       -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 

on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount
227 Abhilasha Panda 48,000.00            48,000.00         -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 

on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount
228 Vikram Singh 37,333.00            37,333.00         -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 

on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount
229 Vilagam Sakthivasan Nishok 100,000.00          100,000.00       -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 

on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount
230 Tej Narayan Singh 28,132.00            28,132.00         -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 

on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount
231 Prashant Rajaram Gunjal 49,907.00            49,907.00         167.00                 Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
232 Mathew Perunguzhi Valeth 114,667.00          114,667.00       -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 

on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount
233 Sahadevan Choorakkadan Kesvan 114,667.00          114,667.00       -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 

on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount
234 Suresh Sendrayaperumal 720,550.00          720,550.00       -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 

on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount
235 Sachin Kumar 58,000.00            58,000.00         36,000.00            Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
236 Durgeshwar Narayan Dubey 30,020.00            30,020.00         500.00                 Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 

on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount

302,834.00          126,348.00          Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

52,658.00            -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 
on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount



237 Anant Raj Mishra 65,000.00            65,000.00         -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 
on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount

238 Sukumar Hariharan 142,370.00          142,370.00       140,978.00          Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

239 Krishna Chand Pathak 905,324.00          905,324.00       102,656.00          Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

240 Garikina Arun Kumar 19,166.00            19,166.00         10,000.00            Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

241 Om Prakash Singh 21,557.00            21,557.00         -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 
on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount

242 BISWAJIT DAS 85,000.00            85,000.00         25,000.00            Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

243 Anu Thulaseedharan Mony 252,000.00          252,000.00       178,200.00          Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

244 Mani Sankar Das 780,000.00          780,000.00       -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 
on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount

245 Iqbal Ansari 243,000.00          243,000.00       -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 
on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount

246 Sanjay Somaskandan 208,000.00          208,000.00       -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 
on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount

247 Stalin Stephen Villavarayen 49,331.00            49,331.00         -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 
on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount

248 MD Shakib 48,037.00            48,037.00         22,867.00            Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

249 Joseph Kachappulli Kunhuvareed 31,992.00            31,992.00         -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 
on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount

250 Arvind Sharma 70,500.00            70,500.00         40,000.00            Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

251 Kailash Chandra Sahoo 1,439,020.00      1,439,020.00    804,416.00          Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

252 Nitin Naveenchandra Prabhu 624,000.00          624,000.00       -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 
on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount

253 Asif Idris Shaikh 16,000.00            16,000.00         5,000.00              Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

254 Sanket Narendra Palkar 124,500.00          127,500.00       -                       Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

255 Ashok Kumar Sahu 975,000.00          975,000.00       -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 
on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount

256 Sailendra Ray Choudhury 216,000.00          216,000.00       11,340.00            Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

257 Peppin Antony Healthy Gracious Fernando 210,000.00          210,000.00       189,000.00          Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

258 Nazir Ahmed Abdul Rehman Chelkar 400,000.00          400,000.00       90,667.00            Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

259 Asim Murad Bamne 871,200.00          871,200.00       344,250.00          Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount



260 Valiaveettil Joseph Francis 221,000.00          221,000.00       188,647.00          Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

261 Ben Lopey Titus Lopez 34,600.00            34,600.00         24,000.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

263 Prasenjit Chandra 70,733.00            70,733.00         50,000.00            Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

264 Yadvendra Singh 150,000.00          150,000.00       134,421.00          Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 
company to accept the claim amount

265 Pravin P Solanki 583,875.00          583,875.00       -                       Claim rejected as no supporting documents received
266 Vishwanath Puchala 599,269.00       -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 

on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount
267 Gopal Ghanshani 599,269.00          599,269.00       -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 

on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount
268 Arvind Sawant 583,875.00       -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 

on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount
269 Subhash Chandra Singh 599,269.00       -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 

on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount
270 Manoharan 599,269.00       -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 

on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount
272 Kulwinder Kumar 212,000.00          212,000.00       190,800.00          Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
273 Sandeep Agnihotri 20,000.00            20,000.00         20,000.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
274 Ahtesham Uddin 102,500.00          102,500.00       94,500.00            Since Statement wages not attached with the claim, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
275 Valiyaveettil Vishwanathan no details -                     -                       Form E not on record unclaimed period is not known. No statement of o/s wages. Not 

notarised. In absence of supporting documents claim not accepted.
276 Sandip Kumar no details -                     -                       Form E not on record unclaimed period is not known. No statement of o/s wages. Not 

notarised. In absence of supporting documents claim not accepted.
277 Manish Harshadbhai Patel 61,500.00         -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 

on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount
278 Avinash Pandey 104,000.00       100,741.00          Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
279 Farhan Liyaquat Bamne 70,666.00         70,666.00            Since Statement wages not certified by master, we have relied on Book of Accounts of 

company to accept the claim amount
280 Kaushal Kishor Kiran 726,221.00       -                       Claim is rejected as stmt of wages not submitted.  Moreover, there are no informtion available 

on this which can be relied on to accept the claim amount
80,014,354.67    74,167,157.00  59,724,349.00    


